






















Petals of Light

e next day, Hinata returned to Marugame Castle. She was tasked with informing the heroes about 
the oracle and working out preparations for the next invasion.

When Hinata entered her dormitory room in Marugame Castle, she saw Wakaba sitting there in 
formal seiza position.

-"Hinata, I want to thank you."

HHer expression was overly serious as usual, but something about her tone of voice made it sound 
like a load had been taken off her shoulders. Her eyes were shining with a light that showed she 
had found her way.

Wakaba told Hinata about what happened aer she had le Marugame Castle.

How Wakaba had noticed her own weaknesses, settled things out with their friends, and promised 
never to be reckless again--

-"... at's great, Wakaba-chan..."

-"-"Yeah. It's because you believed in me and watched over me that I learned of my own weakness in 
the truest sense. ank you, Hinata..."

Wakaba had found out her own weakness and overcome it on her own, just as Hinata believed she 
would.

-"I knew you could do it, Wakaba-chan. I'm proud to be your childhood friend."

She smiled. She strongly felt that Wakaba would now be able to stand up to whatever battles would 
come her way from now on.

HHinata gazed directly at Wakaba's face.

-"Wakaba-chan. ere's something I need to tell all of the heroes."

Hinata told the heroes about the Vertexes' impending general offensive. Since the invasion would be 
more severe than anything they faced before, the reality of the word "death" weighed heavily upon 
the heroes.

at said, they were by no means pessimistic. Perhaps Wakaba's emotional growth had an effect on 
the others as well.

HHinata then told the heroes about the possibility of human survival in places other than Shikoku.
 
ey had found hope. e heroes all felt that they couldn't let Shikoku be destroyed. For Shikoku's 
sake, and for the sake of the survivors in other areas as well.

As Hinata looked at them, she thought to herself--

Once the battle began, she'd have no power at all by herself.











Nogi Wakaba is a Hero

On yet another day--

Wakaba visited Chikage's room.

-"Chikage, let's play games!"

-"...?"

Chikage was caught off guard by the sudden proposal.

WWakaba held out a portable game console and game in front of Chikage. e game was a newly 
released title from a popular series. ough it was a fantasy game, it wasn't one of the variety of 
heroes ghting demon lords, but rather an action game with the goal of nding various kinds of 
monsters and hunting them.

-"I only recently started playing this game, but it can be played co-op, right? I heard co-op's the real 
meat of the game."

-"...ph."

CChikage smiled.

Of course, Chikage owned the same game Wakaba held out. And she was really into it. She had 
raised her player character considerably and her equipment and stats were of the highest rank.

-(She's only just recently jumped on the bandwagon... And she wants to play co-op with my player 
character-- "C Shadow"? ... I'll show her the difference in our abilities...!)

Chikage took out her own portable game console.

ey established the wireless connection and their characters appeared on the same eld.

-"-"I started out thinking it'd be just a time waster, but it's a lot more interesting than I thought it'd 
be. I'm addicted now. I've been playing solo up until now, but I came across an enemy I just couldn't 
beat... So I was thinking you could help me if you were playing this game too, Chikage."

e monster that Wakaba was having difficulty with was said to be the most difficult enemy of the 
early stages of the game.

Chikage and Wakaba stood up against that monster together.

-"... You've really changed, haven't you..."

CChikage muttered as she operated her game console.

-"Hmm? Did you say something?"

Chikage shook her head at Wakaba's puzzled question.

-"No... It's nothing..."



Petals of Light

Before Wakaba had changed, she probably would have kept on playing solo to beat the monster 
without making any progress. But now, she was able to trust in other people and ask for help.

And even in the game, Wakaba was able to keep up pace with Chikage in battle. She wasn't carelessly 
rushing in on her own, but rather playing a support role to help the strong Chikage, and only going 
in for vital, precise attacks. Chikage was able to play a more pleasant game than when she was 
playing solo.

-"I thought about it back at the onsen visit too, but... you really have a talent for games..."

-"-"Really? at's actually reassuring coming from you, Chikage."

-"You should really... foster that talent. I'll lend you some games I recommend... You can start out 
with these twenty or so games suitable for beginners..."

-"T-twenty!? And those are just the ones for beginners!?"

-"Heheh..."
 

At another time--

WWakaba visited Yuuna's hospital room to see how she was doing.

As soon as Wakaba entered, a bright voice greeted her.

-"Wakaba-chan! It looks like I can nally leave the hospital!"

Yuuna got out of bed and stood on the oor. She had taken off her bandages to show that her injuries 
were pretty much all gone. Was her surprisingly quick recovery due to her own merits, or due to the 
blessings of the Shinju?

-"I've been out of practice for so long, so once I get back to school, I gotta train hard!"

YYuuna took a kempo stance as she said that.

Wakaba smiled wryly upon seeing Yuuna's overowing energy.

-"Try not to push yourself, though. You've only just nished recovering. Now then..."

ough she had come to talk with Yuuna, Wakaba didn't think of what to talk about.

Hobbies?

Martial arts?

Favorite foods?

SShe felt a little indecisive now.







Nogi Wakaba is a Hero

e heroes spent their time together as their feelings mixed and mingled.

e erce battle foretold in the oracle in the midst of the war of humanity's last stand would later be 
called "e Battle of Marugame Castle".

e girls would stake their lives to protect the last glimmer of hope--
 
(Chapter 8 End)


